The Root & Offspring Of David
The breaking of the Seals in Revelation 6 will unfold an irreversible sequence of events that will
in GOD’s appointed times begin, and progress, the last week of Daniel’s 70-week prophecy, to
its appointed milestones of fulfillment [see Dan 9:24-27].
Daniel’s prophecy decrees the fulfillment of several spiritual milestones, accomplished in
establishing GOD’s Kingdom on earth

[see

Dan

9:24,

NKJV;

&

Dan

2:44-45]:

(i) to finish the

transgression; (ii) to make an end of sins; (iii) to make reconciliation for iniquity; (iv) to
bring in everlasting righteousness
10:7];

[see Rev 11:15-17];

(v) to seal up vision and prophecy

[see Rev

and, (vi) to anoint the Most Holy [see Rev 11:19].

All of these milestones arise from the finished work of the Cross.
In the unfolding of the Scriptures in the prophetic

[of GOD’s promises and His judgments]

[establishing GOD’s authority and governance over the earth through MESSIAH],

and the apostolic

we will see the establishment of the

Kingdom of GOD with MESSIAH seated on the Throne of David [see Isa 9:7, 6-7; Ps 89:3-4].
With great anticipation, we can look forward to the fulfillment of the Scriptures along the
following prophetic and apostolic ‘milestones and goals’ which, will accomplish the counsels of
the FATHER’s will – manifested in CHRIST JESUS, by the HOLY SPIRIT, in YHWH’s
Tabernacle [see Ps 84:1, 7, NKJV; Eph 2:21-22; 3:19, 16-19] and, in the unfolding of His Kingdom [see Matt 6:9-10, 13]:


YHWH will pour out His SPIRIT on all flesh

[see Joel 2:28-29, 32]

and this outpouring of the

HOLY SPIRIT will empower and energize a rich harvest of souls for the Kingdom of
GOD [see Matt 24:14; Rev 15:2-3; Matt 24:30-31; Rev 20:4].


YHWH will pour out His SPIRIT

[see Joel 2:23-24, NKJV; Rev 6:6c]

and manifest a revival that will

position the Body of MESSIAH – both Jew and Gentile – as a Bride for the LAMB on
Mount Zion [see Matt 25:1-13; and Rev 14:1-5; 19:7, in the context of the Master’s return after the wedding in Luke 12:35-36].


The Mystery of GOD will be finished
5:25-27; Titus 3:5; Eph 5:29-32]
Rev 11:19; 14:1-5].

[see Rev 10:7; Col 2:2-3, NKJV]

and a virgin Bride

[see Eph

will stand on Mount Zion [see Matt 25:1-13; 1 Thess 4:14-17; Luke 21:36; Rev 3:10;

This will take place after the abomination of desolation is revealed [see 2 Thess

2:1-4; Matt 24:15; Dan 9:27b].



The Mystery of GOD will be finished when the contents of the Ark of the Covenant [see
Heb 9:3-4]

are revealed and manifested functionally in the inward parts of the Bride.

The virgin Bride on Mount Zion will be the evidence of the Mystery of GOD
NKJV],

[see Col 2:2-3,

revealed in the glory of GOD’s grace bestowed in the BELOVED [see Eph 1:6; 5:29].



A Bride for the LAMB, both Jew and Gentile, will stand on Mount Zion
22; 1 Chron 11:1; Eph 5:30, NKJV]
Deut 30:6].

[see Rev 14:1-5; Eph 2:14-

through circumcised hearts of MESSIAH’s flesh

The Bride will functioning stewards of the Mysteries of GOD

10:7; 11:19].

[see Rom 2:28-29;

[see 1 Cor 4:1; Rev

The basis of the stewardship of the Mysteries of GOD will be the Mystery of

CHRIST [see Col 1:27] manifested in substance [Gk: ‘hupostasis’] and witness [Gk: ‘maturia’].


The Mystery of CHRIST will be established in actual Epistles of CHRIST [see Col 1:28] being
perfected and completed during the tribulation in hearts of MESSIAH’s flesh

[see 2 Cor

3:3, NKJV; John 6:48-51; Eph 2:14-15].



The Mystery of CHRIST will be the exclusive basis of the stewardship of the Mysteries of
GOD being established in the inward parts of the Bride – both Jew and Gentile. The
knowledge of the Mystery of GOD - manifested through the flesh of the LAMB [see John 6:4851; 17:6, 26]

in hearts of His flesh [see Eph 2:10-18, KJV] – will unfold the Mystery of GOD in the

revealed knowledge of both the FATHER and the SON [see Colossians 2:2-3 (KJV/NKJV)].
o

In Revelation 14:1
being finished

[NASB]

John declares the outcome of the Mystery of GOD

[see Rev 10:7]:

<

1

Then I looked, and behold, the Lamb was

standing on Mount Zion, and with Him one hundred and forty-four
thousand, having His name and the name of His Father written on their
foreheads. >
o

Colossians 2:2-3

[NKJV]

reiterates the prophetic and apostolic basis of John’s

vision in Revelation 14:1

[NASB]

by proclaiming: < 2 That their

[our]

hearts may be

encouraged, being knit together in love, and attaining to all riches of the
full assurance of understanding, to the knowledge of the mystery of God,
both of the Father and of Christ, 3 in whom are hidden all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge. >


The domain of darkness will be destroyed [see Rev 19:11-21; 20:1-3; 1 John 3:8].



Israel will be fully restored and established in her recognition, and whole-hearted
embrace, of YESHUA as her MESSIAH

[see Zech 12:8-14].

And, a Commonwealth of

Nations, with Israel as its head, will be established in fulfillment of Scripture on the earth
[see Deut 32:8].



The Kingdom of GOD will be established on the earth
will rule from Jerusalem

[see Isa 32:1-2; Zech 6:12-13; 7:1-3; 9:10; 14:9. 5-9, 16-21]

David [see Isa 9:7] proclaimed by Oath of Covenant
Holiness [see Psalm 89:35, 20-35].

[see Rev 11:15-17; 20:4-6]

[see Psalm 89:3-4]

and the King

on the Throne of

sworn by YHWH in His

In the period leading to and unfolding from the breaking of the 1st Seal

[see Rev 6:1-2],

we can

already see increasing chaos, leading to an intense drive for ‘peace’ involving Israel and the
“many”

[nations].

And, in the

[very?]

near future this will lead to the establishment of “a covenant

with many for one week”, as prophesied by the prophet Daniel. The spirit of the anti-CHRIST
[which is personified in the rider of the white horse in Rev 6:1-2]

is operating

[see 2 Thess 2:7a],

energizing this ‘peace’

initiative of deep deception amongst ‘many’.
And so, this spiritual driving force is gaining momentum amongst the ‘many’. And, western
powers, especially when they see increasing violence sweep their own heartland, will play the
appeasement game and force Israel to sign for peace.
War in the Middle East could very well be the tipping point to the unravelling of this spiritual
momentum of ‘peace by deception’.
As Daniel 9:26c-27

[NKJV]

declares: < …. And till the end

[‘unto the end’ - KJV]

of the war

[Two wars are

prophesied in Psalm 83 and Ezekiel 38, with different sets of nations coming against Israel. Are these a 1st war in the near future and a later
2nd war that is Armageddon?]

desolations are determined.

abomination of desolation – see Matt 24:15]
seven periods of ‘360-day’ years];

27

Then

[after the end of the 1st war?]

shall confirm a covenant with many for one week

but in the middle of the week

bring an end to sacrifice and offering

consummation, which is determined

[by the Word of GOD],

[see

Rev

[called the

[Heb: ‘shabbua’;

[of the seventh ‘360-day’ year period]

[see Rev 13:4b-6; Dan 11:36-39, 31-33].

abominations shall be one who makes desolate

he

he shall

And on the wing of

13:1-18],

even until the

is poured out on the desolate

Rev 19:11-16; Isaiah 63:1-6; Rev 19:19-20; see also Eze 28:2-10; Eze 32:22-23; 24; 26-27; 29; 30; 31-32]."

[see see

>

With the four blood moons that have and will appear in conjunction with the spring and fall
feasts of the Jewish calendar, in 2014 and 2015, we can from historical precedent [1492: the expulsion
of Jews from Spain; 1948: the war fought to establish the state of Israel; 1967: when Jerusalem was restored to Israel]

expect

something of great prophetic significance to unfold on the horizon.
Whatever the specifics of the events that will unfold during the blood moons in conjunction with
the Feasts of YHWH or, in events shortly thereafter, the fact is that the prophetic clock is ticking
in increasing momentum.
And, we

[as the Body of MESSIAH]

need to resolve in our inward parts

[by the SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS]

to

stand in the Kingdom of GOD and operate in a new and living Way through the Veil of
YESHUA’s flesh [see Heb 10:19-20; Rev 11:1-2].

We need to pray for hearts being fully enlightened with the revelation of CHRIST crucified
1:26-27 + 1 Cor 2:2];

[see Col

with the LAMB of GOD, who is CHRIST crucified, being revealed in us, to

become our Lamp

[see 2 Peter 1:19, NASB; Rev 21:23c, NASB]

so that we can function by the SPIRIT, in

CHRIST JESUS [see Rom 8:2] from our inward parts and navigate the times ahead.
The Lamp, being crystallized in the Witness of YESHUA within us, needs to stand – illumined in our mouth and in our heart, in Spirit, Water and Blood [see 1 John 5:10a, 8, NKJV; Rev 3:14b].
Our functional capacities, operating in the Witness of the Blood of JESUS, and through the Veil
of YESHUA’s flesh
Eph 1:6]

[see Heb 10:19-20, NKJV/KJV],

will involve us being established in the BELOVED

[see

as the Witness of CHRIST within us grows, being increasingly rooted in the Root of

David. The Root of David is the reality of being rooted in the revelation of YESHUA as our
BELOVED [see Eph 3:19a, 16-19]. The result is an intimacy with CHRIST in our inward parts.
From the Root of David, we will unfold [grow and develop] as the Offspring of David created in
the substance and witness of the BELOVED.
As Offspring of David we will be able to function through the Key of David
10:9]

[see Rev 22:16 and 3:7-10; John

and navigate the times ahead – by the HOLY SPIRIT - in the Witness and Testimony

of JESUS

[see 1 John 5:10a, 8, NKJV + Rev 3:14b]

substance and witness of YESHUA]

prophetically and apostolically defined

[through the

in our inward parts as the faithful and true Witness.

The coming revival – the outpouring of the early rain and the latter rain

[see Joel 2:23-24, NKJV]

- will

bring radical change; we will be transformed and transfigured as the Mystery of CHRIST is
opened in us in the substance and witness of YESHUA.
We can expect this revival before the 3rd Seal is broken
wine

[see Joel 2:23-24, KJV/NKJV]

[see Rev 6:6c],

given that the oil and the

- the unction of the HOLY SPIRIT in the revival, deposited in our

inward parts - will not be touched.
The outpouring of the HOLY SPIRIT, will bring radical change not only to the manner in which
we will minister, so as to bring in the end-time harvest, but also, the outpouring of the HOLY
SPIRIT will also bring immense and, radical change in our inward parts as we choose to
come alive to YESHUA as our BELOVED [see Eph 5:30, KJV/NKJV + Eph 1:6].
This will be in stark contrast to those who will choose to stand in Matthew 7:21-23 and
Hebrews 6:4-6 - and perish.

The revelation of the BELOVED will unfold in circumcised hearts of His flesh
3:3, NKJV; Col 2:11 = Eph 2:11-13 + Eph 2:15-16, 14-18 + Rev 14:1-2].

[see Rom 2:28-29; 2 Cor

The last week of Daniel’s prophecy – depicted

as the tribulation - will facilitate the circumcision of our hearts.
[Alternatively, there will also be a great falling away by those whose heart is invested in
mammon (see Matt 6:21-24; 1 Tim 4:1-2; 2 Tim 3:1-5).]
Even as YESHUA’s heart was circumcised on the cross; even so will our hearts be circumcised
as we walk through the valley of the shadow of death, to actualize the reality of the Table
prepared for us, in the presence of our enemies - religious and secular - who will arise
according to the peculiar spiritual environments of the nations in which we are living in.
The time to re-position ourselves in the Kingdom [if we aren’t already doing so] is short; maybe even very
short! And, we have to ruthlessly examine our priorities in life; repent [see Isa 59:1-2; 1 John 1:8-10, 7] and
position ourselves in the Kingdom of GOD [see Heb 6:19; 1 John 3:3; Ps 24:3-4].
We need to position ourselves - from our inward parts
and Testimony of JESUS

[see 1 Thess 5:23-24; 1-22, NKJV]

[see 1 John 5:10a, 7-8, NKJV and, Hebrew 11:5]

- in the Witness

so that we can navigate by the

HOLY SPIRIT these times in accordance with the counsels of the FATHER’s will [see Eph 1:11, 10-14].
It is time to seek YESHUA’s enabling

[see 1 John 2:20, 27; Phil 4:13, NKJV; Rom 8:1-2, NKJV]

by the HOLY

SPIRIT, so as to be wholly committed to pursuing the reality of becoming a wife for the LAMB
[see Rev 14:1-5 = Matt 25:1-13 + Rev 11:19, in the context of the alternative that is after the wedding, as recorded in Luke 12:23-25].

There is going to be a paradigm shift from theology to reality as we are transformed in our
inward parts - being increasingly enlightened as the LAMB becomes our Lamp.
[Please be reminded that we will only appreciate the need for the Lamp when we have to
navigate darkness.]
Isaiah 60:1-3 declares: < 1 Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the LORD is
risen upon thee. 2 For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the
people: but the LORD shall arise upon thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee. 3 And
the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising. >
As the Testimony of Enoch

[see Heb 11:5, NASB]

declares: < … and he

14:1-2 in the context of 1 Chronicles 11:1 and Ephesians 5:30, KJV/NKJV]

[Enoch]

was not found

[see Rev

because God took him up; for he obtained

the witness that before his being taken up he was pleasing to God. >

This witness of being pleasing to YHWH will be established in the Root of David. And,
this witness will position us as Offspring of David. And, we will have capacities to
function with the Key of David

[see Rev 3:7-9; and see the prophetic foreshadowed in the life of Eliakim the son of Hilkiah

in Isa 22:20-23; note the positioning in the ‘secure place’ in the NKJV, ‘sure place’ in the KJV and, ‘firm place’ in the NASB].

The Key of David will unlock the Kingdom offices of priest, prophet and king, so that we
function in the Name of the King, in the Nations, in the Testimony of YESHUA, our
BELOVED.
In this time of the end of this Age, it is crucial that we understand everything in our lives – in
personal, family, ministry and workplace realities – as necessarily flowing out of the
fundamental objective of becoming a Bride for the LAMB. Simply because we can only
become a Bride by the grace that enables the Righteousness of YHWH to actually operate
in us and through us, to make us what we cannot be in ourselves.
And, the Righteousness of YHWH will achieve with us what is beyond human enterprise and,
human resource

[see Rom 5:21; 3:20-26, KJV].

We will see, know and understand YESHUA, by the

SPIRIT, in an intimacy of function that few would have walked in before.
And, this re-engineering of function in the Name of YESHUA – from our inward parts - is integral
to us becoming a Bride for the LAMB. ‘Becoming a Bride’ is ‘achieved’ grace upon grace,
through renewal and regeneration by the HOLY SPIRIT in the washing of the water of the
Rhema Word [see John 1:16, NKJV + Eph 5:25-27, 30, NKJV + Titus 3:4-7] as we navigate the times ahead in the
righteousness of YHWH.
YHWH’s righteousness

[what YHWH can do versus what we can do]

working in us is fundamental to us

actualizing the Testimony of JESUS. The Testimony of JESUS will unfold the fulfillment of the
Davidic Covenant

[see Eph 1:6, NASB; Eph 3:16-19; Eph 3:3-4; 8-12]

in the actualization of YESHUA as our

BELOVED.
We can actively participate and pursue this washing of renewal and regeneration by the HOLY
SPIRIT, by praying in the HOLY SPIRIT

[see Jude 20-23]

in the faithful and true Witness of

YESHUA [see Rev 3:14b].
YESHUA’s Witness operates in our inward parts in Spirit, Water and Blood [see 1 John 5:10a,7-8, NKJV].
This is in accordance with the Word of GOD designed to position the Body of MESSIAH
as a spotless and blameless [see Eph 5:26-27] – virgin - Bride for the LAMB [see 1 Chron 11:1 & Rev 14:1-2

through Eph 5:30, KJV/NKJV].

Both Jew and Gentile will be positioned in a most holy faith

{Jude 20}

authored and perfected by MESSIAH [Heb 12:2a].
The virgin bride proclaims the highest level of justification – grace upon grace. This is
justification as we appropriate the faith of YESHUA, His most holy faith
inward parts – by the HOLY SPIRIT

[see John 16:14]

[see Jude 20],

in our

in a personalized intimacy with the

BELOVED.
As YHWH declares in Ezekiel 12:26-28, <

26

Again the word of the LORD came to me,

saying, 27 "Son of man, look, the house of Israel [applies to the Commonwealth of Israel (see Eph 2:11-18) as well
in these times of the end]

is saying, 'The vision that he sees is for many days from now, and he

prophesies of times far off.'

28

Therefore say to them, 'Thus says the Lord GOD: "None of

My words will be postponed any more, but the word which I speak will be done," says the
Lord GOD.' " >
The LAMB must – through revelation received and manifested in actual functions become our Lamp

[Gk: ‘luchnos’ – translated as ‘lamp’ in the NASB and ‘light’ in the NKJV; see Rev 21:23, NASB]

for us to

navigate the end of this age.
The radiance of the Lamp, unfolded in the revelation of [the LAMB] CHRIST crucified [see 1 Cor 2:2 +
Eph 1:17-19],

will unveil by the SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS [see Rom 8:2] - in Spirit, Water and Blood

1 John 5:8, NKJV]

in the

[illumined]

Deut 30:14-15; 1 John 5:10a]

Witness

[see 2 Cor 4:6-7, NKJV]

that stands in our mouth and heart

in fulfillment of the Law, so that we can actualize

[and operate in]

[see
[see

realities that

stand in the fulfillment of the Prophets [see Rev 10:7c; Heb 1:1-2b].
This illumined

[enlightened]

witness – operating by the SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS - will be the

Lamp of CHRIST crucified, in us.
And, as Enoch was pleasing to GOD when he was taken; we too will be pleasing to GOD in
YESHUA’s merits; even as the Shepherd leads us through the valley of the shadow of death, to
actualize the table He has prepared for us - in the presence of our enemies.
And, we will be progressively anointed and consecrated, so that our cup overflows into the
Nations, as we are empowered to minister to the Nations. And, we will actualize by the HOLY
SPIRIT our position in MESSIAH YESHUA, that positions us in the MOST HIGH GOD, thus
establishing us in the House of YHWH forever

[see Ps 23:4-6; 91:1-2; Heb 10:19-20, KJV; Rev 11:19; 14:1; 19:6-7]

through a new and living Way [see Heb 10:19-20, KJV].

This witness alive in the Bride will bring the contents of the Ark of the Covenant
NKJV]

– the Jar of Manna

NKJV]

and Aaron’s Rod that Budded

[see John 6:48-51],

the Tables of the Covenant

[see Heb 9:3-4,

[see Exodus 31:18 + 32:16 => 2 Cor 3:3,

[see Num 17:7-8, NKJV => 1 John 5:10a, 8, NKJV],

the essential prophetic

and apostolic elements for our stewardship of the Mysteries of GOD

[see Rev 10:7 + 1 Cor 4:1c]

- to

functional fulfillment in the Testimony of JESUS [see John 14:12, 12-14; 15:7-8, 16, 15-16].
So, before the Ark can be seen in the Temple in heaven, its contents must be perfected into a
Bride called to steward the Mysteries of GOD that it symbolizes in both the prophetic and the
apostolic [see Rev 21:9-11].
The witness of the Bride
John 14:12-14],

[see 1 John 5:10a, 8, NKJV = Rev 3:14b]

will fulfill Aaron’s Rod that budded

[see

and its efficacy [its effectiveness] will be demonstrated against the power and dominion of

evil, during the tribulation, in every nation on earth [see Rev 11:15c; Rev 10:7, 11; Col 2:2-3, NKJV; John 15:7-8, 16].
The ministry of the Bride will be expressed in the fulfillment of the Law and the Prophets through
the Testimony of JESUS in us. And, the ministry of the Bride will parallel the ministry of the two
witnesses described in Rev 11:4-7a [see also Rev 11:19, 15-17; Rev 14:1-2]. There is going to be a paradigm
shift made by the HOLY SPIRIT in those who are yearning to be a Bride. We are going to
experience GOD, by the SPIRIT in CHRIST JESUS, in awesome realities that we have never
dreamt of before!
The prophetic significance of this reality of the Lamp arising and forming within us arises from
the SPIRIT-energized, quickened revelation of YESHUA MASHIAH

[see Eph 1:17-18, NKJV/NASB]

– in

His Fullness - in the witness within us [see 1 John 5:10a, NKJV].
The Lamp being brought into function and operation within us, by the HOLY SPIRIT, arises from
2 Peter 1:19 [NASB] where the prophetic Word being brought into being and function within us is
declared to commence as a lamp

[Gk: ‘luchnos’ – translated as lamp in the NASB and light in the NKJV]

that grows

to become a Morning Star.
In this progressive revelation, we are developed in the Root of David, to progressively
become the transfigured
9:2-4, 7; John 8:12; Matt 5:16]

[enlightened; see 2 Cor 4:6-7]

Offspring of David

[see Rev 22:16 + 1 Chron 11:1-7 + Mark

having the Key of David to unlock the Door of the Name

[see John 10:9]

in

order to go in and out and find green pastures in difficult times.
In Psalm 89:15-17, 35-37

[NASB]

YHWH declares: <

15

How blessed are the people who know

the joyful sound! O LORD, they walk in the light of Your countenance

[see 2 Cor 4:6-7; Isa 60:1-3;

Num 6:22-27].

exalted.
….

35

17

16

In Your name they rejoice all the day, and by Your righteousness they are

For You are the glory of their strength, and by Your favor our horn is exalted.

"Once I have sworn by My holiness; I will not lie to David.

endure forever and his throne as the sun before Me.

37

36

"His descendants shall

It shall be established forever like

the moon, and the witness in the sky is faithful." Selah. >
On the Mount of the Transfiguration we see the presentation of the apostolic and prophetic
dynamic of the Lamp of the LAMB of GOD

[see Matt 17:2 + Mark 9:2]

that foreshadows the reality of the

LAMB being the Lamp in Revelation 21:23 [NASB]!
What is seen of YESHUA MASHIAH, the LAMB of GOD, on the Mount of Transfiguration,
witnessed by Moses

[representing the Law]

and Elijah

[representing the Prophets]

is described in its

progressive fulfillment in Revelation 14:1-5 and Revelation 21:9-11, 23-24.
Although a different Greek Word is used for lamp in Matthew 25:1-13; Proverbs 20:27

[NKJV/NASB]

does point out to our spirits being the lamp of the LORD. In the New Covenant our spirits are
configured in the life-giving Spirit of JESUS CHRIST
beaten oil of CHRIST’s Spirit – see Ex 27:20]
KJV/NKJV/NASB]

and the wine

[see 1 Cor 15:45 + Phil 1:19c]

which is the oil

[the

[the new life that is of CHRIST’s fullness – see John 1:16-17,

that will be untouched during the tribulation [see Rev 6:3c].

I see the lamps carried by the ten virgins as being the Witness of JESUS CHRIST that the wise
virgins had cultivated as noted in 1 John 5:10-15

[NKJV],

thus carrying by the HOLY SPIRIT the

Witness that is pleasing, as foreshadowed by Enoch in Hebrews 11:5 [NASB].
This illumined Witness will be a tried and tested Witness in these last days so that the
declaration in Revelation 11:15, "The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our
Lord and of His Christ; and He will reign forever and ever" will be validated
2:28-29, in the context of the commonwealth of Israel in Eph 2:11-15]

[see Zech 8:23 + Rom

in the exercise of YESHUA’s Testimony by the

Bride on the earth, before she is taken [see 1 Thess 4:13-18; 2 Thess 2:1-4; Luke 21:34-36].
In Revelation 11:19, the Ark of the Covenant [including its contents which in the fulfillment of the Prophets belong to the Bride
of MESSIAH]

will appear [Gk: ‘optanomai’, ‘to see or to gaze upon something remarkable’] in

the Temple in Heaven [see Rev 11:19].
So something remarkable

[see Col 1:27c; 2 Cor 4:6, NKJV],

which stands in the fulfillment of the Law and

the Prophets, proclaiming the firstfruits of the Mystery of GOD

[see Rev 10:7; Col 2:2-3, NKJV; Rev 14:1]

will

be seen in the Temple in Heaven. What is seen unfolds the fulfillment of the Law and the

Prophets, in progressively finished and manifested vessels, who will continue to develop in the
progressive revelation of YHWH’s countenance, from their inward parts
Isa 60:3]

[see 2 Cor 4:6-7, NKJV; Eph 3:19c;

– in the light of YESHUA’s Life [see John 8:12; 2 Cor 4:6-7; 2 Peter 1:19]!

Hence, what will determine our position as a Bride is going to involve the “illumined contents” of
our inward parts [see John 1:16-17, NKJV/NASB; Eph 3:16-19]. Colossians 1:27c – 28 instructs us: < Christ in
you, the hope of glory.

28

Him we preach, warning every man and teaching every man in

all wisdom, that we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus. >
The illumined contents of the Witness of JESUS CHRIST that we are all called to develop
and carry, arises from the ‘hope of glory’ that develops as CHRIST is formed in us
4:19].

[see Gal

Given that the Testimony of JESUS is in Revelation 19:10c, declared as the Spirit of

Prophecy; everything that will involve our life and ministry in this 11th hour, will flow exclusively
from us each being actual Epistles of CHRIST, who are the Offspring of David.
As we have said in previous articles, the coming outpouring of the HOLY SPIRIT, will involve us
being enlightened [see John 8:23, 12; 12:36; James 1:17-18] so that we will taste the Heavenly Gift

[see John 8:23]

and become partakers of the HOLY SPIRIT as CHRIST is formed in us. The outcome will be: to
taste the good Word of GOD and, taste the powers of the Age to come [see Heb 6:4-5].
We need the HOLY SPIRIT to perfect and complete a circumcised
[YESHUA’s]

Witness]

[see Rom 2:28-29]

flesh so that we will be “wholly sold-out” on the reality and actuality

heart of

[manifested in the

of YESHUA being our BELOVED; bringing into fulfillment David’s cry to YHWH in Psalm

51:10-12, to create in him a clean heart and to renew in him a steadfast spirit

[see Matt 5:8; 1 Cor 15:45

+ Phil 1:19c = Gal 4:6].

This is the basis in which the operating realities of the Davidic Covenant will be established as
we unfold as priests, prophets and kings to the Nations.
A circumcised heart

[see Rom 2:28-29; Col 2:11]

YESHUA’s life-giving Spirit

of His flesh

[see 2 Cor 3:3, NKJV]

enabled and empowered in

[see 1 Cor 15:45 + Phil 1:19c = the life-giving Spirit of JESUS CHRIST]

is the reality of the

Law and the Prophets being established in their fulfillment potential – in our inward parts.
YESHUA being our BELOVED is the basis for the revelation and the fulfillment of the Davidic
Covenant

[see Ps 89:3-4]

that ultimately is formulated in a Marriage Covenant where two hearts

become one – in YESHUA’s flesh
[see Rev 3:10 and Rev 14:7, 6-7]

[see Eph 5:30-32, KJV/NKJV].

As we come out of the great tribulation

our hearts will be circumcised even as YESHUA’s heart was circumcised

through the finished work of the Cross. The Marriage of the LAMB will be established in two
circumcised hearts of His flesh [ours and YESHUA’s] becoming one in a one flesh tie that binds.
This reality of becoming the wife of the LAMB – defined in the substance and witness of
YESHUA as our BELOVED and, manifested into us grace upon grace

[see John 1:16]

- is exclusive

to the Root of David being developed in our inward parts.
In this realization of the Root of David everything within us will be rooted in YESHUA being our
BELOVED. All our thoughts, words, deeds and relationships, will unfold in and, by and, through
the BELOVED.
In the growing Root of David, we are being created

[in the substance and witness of the BELOVED]

as the

Offspring of David so that we will carry the Lamp of the Witness of CHRIST crucified that
declares what was prophetically foreshadowed in 1 Chronicles 11:1

[NKJV],

<

1

Then all Israel

came together to David [meaning ‘Well-Beloved’] at Hebron, saying, "Indeed we are your bone and
your flesh.” >
In Ephesians 5:30
described as: <

30

[KJV]

the Testimony

[Logos]

and Witness

[Rhema]

we must have to be a Bride is

… we are members of His body, of His flesh and of His bones >.

In Jeremiah 33:25-26

[NKJV],

YHWH declares: <

25

"Thus says the LORD: 'If My covenant is

not with day and night, and if I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth,

26

then I will cast away the descendants of Jacob and David My servant, so that I will not
take any of his

[David’s]

descendants to be rulers over the descendants of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob. For I will cause their captives to return, and will have mercy on them.' " >
In Revelation 22:16

[NKJV]

YESHUA declares: <

16

"I, Jesus, have sent My angel to testify to

you these things in the churches. I am the Root and the Offspring of David, the Bright
and Morning Star." >
It is in the Root of David and in the creation of the Offspring of David that the revelation
of YESHUA has its pinnacle of revealed reality.
The prophetic and apostolic significance of the Root and the Offspring of David unfold from all
that is inherent to CHRIST JESUS being addressed in the Scriptures as ‘the Seed of David’:


In John 7:42a

[NKJV]

it is written: <

from the seed of David … >

42

Has not the Scripture said that the Christ comes



In Romans 1:3

[NKJV]

it is written: < 3 concerning His Son Jesus Christ our Lord, who

was born of the seed of David according to the flesh >.


In 2 Timothy 2

[NKJV]

it is written: <

8

Remember that Jesus Christ, of the seed of

David, was raised from the dead according to my gospel >
Circa 1000 B.C., YHWH swore an Oath of Covenant with King David

[see Ps 89:3-4, NKJV]

– in

YHWH’s Holiness [see Ps 89:35-37, NKJV] - that YESHUA the Son of David, the Root of David and the
Offspring of David, will bring to actual fulfillment in those of us who are convinced [in the Root of David
unfolded by the SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS]

that we are bone of His Bone and flesh of His Flesh.

We are bone of His Bone and flesh of His Flesh, in the fulfillment of the Law [in the revelation of YESHUA
as our BELOVED in circumcised hearts of His flesh – see Eph 1:6; 2 Cor 3:3, NKJV + Col 2:11]

Prophets

and in the fulfillment of the

[in the unveiling of the Promises carried in the Davidic Covenant – see Ps 89:3-4, 27-29, 34-37; Revelation 21:9-11]

as we

unfold as the Offspring of David in operations that will reveal the Kingdom Offices of
Priest, Prophet and King in the Nations.
This is why 2 Timothy 2:8 carries the phrasing that: < Jesus Christ, of the seed of David, was
raised from the dead > to bring the Oath that YHWH swore to King David into its fulfillment
potential – both apostolic and prophetic – through the

[Logos]

Testimony

[see Luke 21:33 + John 17:14]

and [Rhema] Witness [see John 6:63 + John 17:8] of JESUS CHRIST [see Rev 3:14b + Rev 21:5].
Understand that the Logos Testament is being developed in a circumcised heart of flesh that
YHWH is unfolding by the HOLY SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS in each one of us!
And, understand that the Rhema Witness stands in our mouth and heart
1:18a+c],

by the HOLY SPIRIT, in CHRIST JESUS

[see Rom 8:2]

[see Deut 30:14-15; 1 Cor

in Spirit, Water and Blood

[see 1 John

5:10a,8, NKJV].

In Psalm 89:3-4, YHWH declares: < 3 "I have made a covenant with My chosen

[see Luke 9:35],

I

4

have sworn to My servant David: 'Your seed I will establish forever, and build up your
throne to all generations [see Ex 3:15c and John 17:6, 26].'" Selah. >
It is from the Seed of David that the Root and Offspring of David develop – by the HOLY
SPIRIT, and unfold in the SPIRIT
4:24 + Acts 17:28],

inward parts

[YHWH is the SPIRIT and in Him we live, move and have our being – see 2 Cor 3:17 + John

through the fullness of CHRIST JESUS (MASHIAH YESHUA) actualized in our
[see John 1:16, NKJV+NASB+KJV]

- in a limitless dynamic, prophetically and apostolically

addressed as “the Bright and Morning Star” [see Rev 22:16].

In this level of fulfillment potential and progressively unfolding reality - in the Law and the
Prophets brought into growing fulfillment - we are called Morning Stars [see 2 Peter 1:19].
And, this prophetic dynamic is opened in the heart of every disciple of JESUS CHRIST for
development in an apostolic dynamic, of a leadership created in the Testimony of JESUS in
eternity! For this to come into being we must be focused on becoming a Bride for the LAMB
while we fulfill the call of evangelism during these end times. We must understand that we will
not actualize this position if our hearts were invested in the world

[see Matt 6:21; 7:21-23; Heb 6:4-6].

This apostolic dynamic has a Kingdom application with the disciples of JESUS CHRIST being
built and developed as priests, prophets and kings – three offices foreshadowed in David’s life
and brought to fulfillment in YESHUA MASHIAH.
2 Peter 1:19

[NKJV]

explains this spiritual dynamic

[this prophetic and apostolic dynamic]

that finds its every

expression in the Root of David, as the Offspring of David are brought into being, even as we
are rooted in the BELOVED, as follows: <
which you do well to heed as a light

19

And so we have the prophetic word confirmed,

[NASB: lamp; Gk: ‘luchnos’]

that shines in a dark place, until

the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts >.
In Revelation 21:23 [NKJV] it is decreed: < 23 The city had no need of the sun or of the moon to
shine in it, for the glory of God illuminated it. The Lamb is its light

[NASB: lamp; Gk: ‘luchnos’].

24

And the nations of those who are saved shall walk in its light, and the kings of the earth
bring their glory and honor into it. >
This is the light [NASB: lamp] that illumines the reality of the Lamb – as the BELOVED - in the heart
of His wife! It is this light of YESHUA’s Life that the Bridegroom will come for.
Ephesians 3:17-19 describes the revelation of YESHUA and His love as follows: < 17 that Christ
may dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love
actualize – by being rooted and grounded in the reality of YESHUA as the BELOVED],

18

[to

may be able to comprehend with

all the saints what is the width and length and depth and height ---

19

to know the love of

Christ which passes knowledge; that you may be filled with all the fullness of God. >
Shalom brethren!
Be blessed in the glory of the FATHER’s grace bestowed on you in the BELOVED
1:6].

[see Eph

In these end times, we will have the opportunity to manifest divine solutions – grace
upon grace - in the face of the curse of the Law

[see Deut 28:15-68 + Dan 9:11, 1-14]

that is the

Tribulation [see Matt 24:3-31; Revelation 6 to 19].
As the Prophet Daniel wrote, those that know their GOD will do great exploits to give
practical demonstration to the Testimony of JESUS, through His Body, one new man
both Jew and Gentile.
Please understand that the curse of the Law will not operate in ‘Goshen’
Ex 9:26; Isa 4:4-6, NASB+KJV+YLT+ASV],

[see Gen 47:27; Ex 8:22;

in the Kingdom of GOD that stands in us and amongst us

[see

Luke 17:20-21, NKJV+NASB].

Maranatha!
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